APA Style for 5 = 4APA + Title. Headings

CENTERED UPPERCASE HEADING(H1 All Caps)
This is called Title Style in APA only applies to
CHAPTER I ..... H2 below is Heading one style in
APA.

Centered Uppercase and Lowercase Heading
Fold Face(H2 Title) Upper and Lower Case is
called Title Case

Flush Left , bold, Uppercase and Lowercase
Heading(H3 Title)

Indented Left, bold , Sentence Case in
line with text ending with a period. Heading
(H4 Title)

Indented, left italicised, bold. Sentence
Case, ending with a period. With text starting
on the same line. (H5 Title)
Quotes in Text

**Short Quote** – Less than 40 words. No indent. Double Spaced same as text. Use quotes.

Jones (1998) found "students often had difficulty using APA style" (p. 199); what implications does this have for teachers?
Long Quote

Place direct quotations longer than 40 words in a free-standing block of typewritten lines, and omit quotation marks. Start the quotation on a new line, indented five spaces from the left margin. Type the entire quotation on the new margin, and indent the first line of any subsequent paragraph within the quotation five spaces from the new margin. Maintain double-spacing throughout. The parenthetical citation should come after the closing punctuation mark.

Example:

Jones's 1993 study found the following:

   Students often had difficulty using APA style, especially

   when it was their first time citing sources. This difficulty

   could be attributed to the fact that many students failed to

   purchase a style manual or to ask their teacher for

   help. (p. 199)
Change Document to Heading 1
Modify Paragraph